
Sparkplug Steering Committee Call
January 26, 2023

Agenda

Agenda Topics Moderator Minutes

Approve Minutes of the January 12, 2023 call Frédéric 5

Post mortem: Integrate Live Sparkplug edition (January 2023) All 10

ARC Forum 2023 Frédéric 5

Evolution of the Eclipse IoT and Edge ecosystem Frédéric 30

Attendees:
Frederic Desbiens
Todd Anslinger
Benson Hougland
Don Pearson
David Grussenmeyer
Ken Wyant
Bryce Nakatani
Kristine Zukose
Lindsey Aparicio

1. Approve Minutes of the January 12, 2023 call
a. Approved unanimously, no additional points to be added. Additional points

need 24 hours advance notice
2. https://blogs.eclipse.org/post/mike-milinkovich/european-cyber-resiliency-act-potentia

l-impact-eclipse-foundation
3. Post mortem: Integrate Live Sparkplug edition (January 2023)

a. Feedback:
i. Highly educational, demonstrates to the end-user community that this

ecosystem is here to support them (shoutout to Jeff for being a great MC
for the event!)

1. Another shoutout to Travis acting as ringleader
ii. Because this was a larger event - lots of changes beforehand, went off

without any issues being noticed

https://blogs.eclipse.org/post/mike-milinkovich/european-cyber-resiliency-act-potential-impact-eclipse-foundation
https://blogs.eclipse.org/post/mike-milinkovich/european-cyber-resiliency-act-potential-impact-eclipse-foundation


iii. Audience participation, great with getting new data flowing in the demo
b. Opto22 is remarketing the even through blogs, social, etc. and getting

engagement
i. A document to pull pieces together would potentially be helpful (ex.

White Paper)
c. IA thoughts on sharing the asset

i. Will talk to marketing to discuss promotion and remarketing as well
4. ARC Forum 2023

a. IA - Getting other speakers (CBM and Serta) in the pipeline (Wednesday, “Open
Source” session)

i. Unfortunately did not work out, both potential speakers were not
approved due to prior commitments and re-orgs

ii. Can keep these options in the back burner for future events
b. Sugar Creek - is Dan a speaker?

i. IA - unsure if he is speaking, but is willing to be on panel
1. As of now, he is not registered, Kristine will reach out

c. IA - announces off campus get together, informal, most likely Tuesday
d. Live sparkplug demonstration for the exhibit area: HiveMQ, Opto22, and

Inductive Automation (booth 23, and 48) with stack lights
5. Evolution of the Eclipse IoT and Edge ecosystem

a. https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mTcUIKo-LQrujCJGjaSYgqp1yIyJ4nc9
mBoxGvZ7Bb0

i. Please keep this within the committee
b. Questions:

i. In a better position now to bring on more members?
ii. Difference in money?

1. $50k for large organizations (on top of member fee), $20-25K for
innovator (member)

2. Price for working group up to steering committee
c. Have time to think and discuss further until February 23rd
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